DBX Q by Aston Martin and JWW

How much does the DBX Q Edition cost?
£199,950 (plus on the road charges)

What is Aston Martin Q?
Q is the Aston Martin bespoke division. Every Aston Martin enjoys a wide scope of
specification options but Q allows you to enjoy another level of personalisation. It is a world
where anything is possible, from a unique stitch pattern to a complete one-off Aston Martin.
With the guidance of Aston Martin’s Q designers, we have created a specification that utilises
some wonderful, bespoke features in a careful and considered way.

Can I modify the specification?
Our tailored approach means that we can adjust the specification to suit your individual
requirements. It might be that you want to make some slight tweaks or even add some
equipment to what is already a very high level of specification.

What equipment does the DBX Q Edition come with?
We have carefully selected the best range of options to make the most of DBX. Aside from the
extensive Q enhancements, key features include;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sports Exhaust
Wheels Upgrade
Smoked Rear Lights
Privacy Glass
Apple Car Play
Panoramic Roof
Exterior Upper & Lower Gloss Black Pack
Electric, Memory & Heated Seats
360 Degree Parking Camera
Premium Audio
Touchpad Info Control
Power Tailgate
Tracker System.

A full and extensive list is available via HWM Aston Martin in Walton on Thames astonmartin@mrjww.com

What warranty does the DBX Q Edition come with?
An important aspect of the bespoke work that Aston Martin Q department carry out is that it is
covered by their 3 year, unlimited mileage warranty. All DBX also enjoy the first 3 services
included free of charge too.

How can I speak to someone about the DBX Q Edition?
This car will be supplied exclusively by HWM Aston Martin in Walton on Thames, Surrey. You
can make contact via this website or by calling them on 01932 240611. Email –
astonmartin@mrjww.com

Is the DBX Q Edition available in left hand drive?
This vehicle is available in both right hand drive and left hand drive. Contact HWM Aston
Martin who will be able to talk you through the process of taking delivery outside the UK.

Is it possible to finance the DBX Q Edition?
Yes, absolutely. We have an exclusive finance package for the DBX Q Edition which has been
enhanced to reflect the higher level of specification that this Edition enjoys.

Can I part-exchange my car?
Certainly, HWM Aston Martin will be able to assist with your part-exchange. They are
normally able to deal with most cars.

When will I get my DBX Q Edition?
This depends on how quickly you reserve an allocation. The majority of cars will be built in
2021 but HWM Aston Martin will be able to provide a guide on specific build slot availability.

How do I reserve an allocation?
Contact HWM Aston Martin who will require a deposit of £20,000 to reserve an allocation
for you. Contact details - 01932 240611. Email – astonmartin@mrjww.com

